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Abstract
This article sets out to show how different understandings of technology as suggested by Science and Technology Studies
(STS) help reveal different political facets of cybersecurity. Using cybersecurity research as empirical site, it is shown that
two separate ways of understanding cybertechnologies are prevalent in society. The primary one sees cybertechnologies
as apolitical, flawed, material objects that need to be fixed in order to createmore security; the other understands them as
mere political tools in the hands of social actors without considering technological (im)possibilities. This article suggests a
focus on a third understanding to bridge the uneasy gap between the two others: technology defined as an embodiment of
societal knowledge. The article posits that in line with that, the study of cyberpolitics would benefit from two innovations:
a focus on cybersecurity as social practice―enacted and stabilized through the circulation of knowledge about vulnerabil-
ities―and a focus on the practices employed in the discovery, exploitation and removal of those vulnerabilities.
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1. Introduction

Cybersecurity is an important matter in (inter)national
politics. But what makes it a political issue? Is it not
the case that cybersecurity sensitivities arise primarily
due to the continued proliferation of digital technologies
in many aspects of human life? More specifically, if we
were to take away the technologies, would the issues not
be solved?

Of course, to claim that cybersecurity is predomi-
nantly about technology does not do the issue justice,
not least because there is ample research both recog-
nizing and focusing upon the human aspect of the secu-
rity equation (Furnell & Clarke, 2012; Lebek, Uffen, Neu-
mann, Hohler, & Breiter, 2014). Despite this human as-
pect, this article will proceed from the claim: cybersecu-
rity is about technology. To clarify, as science and tech-
nology studies (STS) purport, “technology” means more
than is implied by the common usage of the term (Bi-
jker, Hughes, & Pinch, 1987). To make the statement less
provocative and more analytically meaningful, this arti-

cle sets out to show how three different conceptualisa-
tions of technology can help reveal different facets of
cybersecurity as a technopolitical issue. Though there
are attempts to bridge the gap between STS and inter-
national relations literature more generally (McCarthy,
2016), the STS perspective has not as yet been fruitfully
applied to the study of cybersecurity politics.

Following Bijker (2006) the first of the three under-
standings is material: it frames technologies as static
artefacts, i.e., “things”. The second of Bijker’s under-
standings links technology to social activities: it refers
to the interactive relationship between technological ob-
jects and humans. The third―and perhaps least famil-
iar―perspective understands technology according to
its etymological roots in Ancient Greek, as techne and lo-
gos. Technemeans art, skill, craft, or the way, manner, or
means bywhich a thing is gained. Logosmeansword, the
utterance bywhich inward thought is expressed, a saying,
or an expression. This third perspective thus refers to the
discourse around “what people know as well as about
what they do with” technology (Bijker, 2006, p. 682).
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Technologies in this view are embodiments of societal
knowledge, sites where power relations can be seen in
operation as they shape and coordinate the behaviour of
social actors (Behrent, 2013, p. 57; also Foucault, 1981).

Broadly speaking, STS focusses on the simultaneous
shaping of scientific knowledge, technological artefacts
and societal matters (cf. Jasanoff, 2005). For cybersecu-
rity, science is an interesting empirical field from which
to learn more about the dominant and less dominant
ways of thinking about the issue. Empirically, this arti-
cle uses biometric data to show how the different per-
spectives of technology play outmore concretely. To help
understand dominant views of technology across disci-
plines without falling prey to a disciplinary bias, the ar-
ticle turns to scientific output as documented in two
prominent scientific databases―World of Science (WoS)
and Scopus.1 In contrast to disciplinary literature reviews
(for example, Ebert &Maurer, 2017), the quantitative na-
ture of bibliometrics “provides a certain sense of objec-
tivity for descriptive purposes” (Martinez-Gomez, 2015,
p. 209), which of course does not absolve us from inter-
preting the results carefully in the appropriate context.2

The article has three main sections, one for each of
Bijker’s ways of understanding technology matched to
cybersecurity research. What the bibliometric analysis
shows is that the first perspective is by far the most dom-
inant. In this “techno-objectivist” view, cybertechnolo-
gies are seen as broken “objects” that need to be fixed
to produce more security. Political forces are not consid-
ered, even though they clearly pre-shape the research
environment. The second view, which is marginalized
in comparison, is “politico-subjectivist”. Cybersecurity is
read within pre-existing frameworks of political theories
and assumptions. By focusing on cybertechnologies as
tools of power in the hands of social actors, analyses
often lose sight of technological materiality and idiosyn-
crasies, which leads to unsatisfactory conclusions.

In contrast to the first two, the third understand-
ing of technology is not visible in the research output.
Given that this thematic issue is looking for “innovative

approaches to the study of global cybersecurity gover-
nance” within the broad field of political science, the ar-
ticle suggests how it could be used to bridge the gap
between technical and social inquiries. It is suggested
that political scientists can study cybersecurity in inno-
vative ways by looking at how knowledge around the
core of cybersecurity―(computer) “vulnerabilities” and
their exploitation―is gained within social relations and
how such knowledge is related to social and political pro-
cesses of sense-making and power.

2. Dominant View: Cybersecurity as “Fixing Broken
Objects”

WoS and Scopus differ in the way they classify docu-
ments into research areas. However, in both databases
the field of computer science tops the lists of research
areas (WoS: 72%/Scopus: 61%), followed by engineering
(WoS: 36%/Scopus: 40%).3 Though disciplinary catego-
rization comes with its own challenges, this trend is still
indicative of the background of the professionals who
produce the most cybersecurity research and where the
intellectual home of cybersecurity sits.

Though the absolute number of citations varies be-
tween the two databases, which leads to different over-
all rankings, eight of the top ten most cited articles are
the same in WoS and Scopus (see Table 1 for top three,
matched across both databases).4 A fact which leaves lit-
tle doubt as to the area of highest interest, all of the
Top 10 cited articles in both databases focus on smart
grids and/or SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acqui-
sition) systems, a category of software application used
inmany industrial processes to better control equipment
and conditions. The majority of these Top 10 articles
were published in journals run by the Institute of Elec-
trical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), the largest exist-
ing professional association for technical professionals.
All the articles are relatively recent, focus on concep-
tual clarifications, define the new challenges of “cyber-
physical systems”, offer some classification for different

Table 1. The three most cited cybersecurity publications in both databases (in October 2017).

Title Journal Published in

A Reliability Perspective of the Smart Grid (Moslehi & Kumar, 2010) IEEE Transaction on Smart Grid 2010

A Survey on Smart Grid Communication Infrastructures: Motivations, IEEE Communications Surveys 2013
Requirements and Challenges (Yan, Qian, Sharif, & Tipper, 2013) And Tutorials

Cyber-Physical System Security for the Electric Power Grid Proceedings of the IEEE 2012
(Sridhar, Hahn, & Govindarasu, 2012)

1 Google Scholar does not offer the same services of analysis and data extraction at the moment and was therefore not used due to the impossibility to
compare the data. On the differences between the databases, see Mongeon and Hus (2016).

2 Data was considered up to the end of 2016.
3 Multiple categories per entry are allowed.
4 The usualmethod to identify publicationswith themost influence is to look at their number of citations. There are plenty of well-known issueswith such
an approach (Archambault, Vignola-Gagné, Côté, Larivière, & Gingras, 2006; Leydesdorff, 1989), but it can suffice here as an indicator of importance in
the larger field.
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aspects of smart grid security, and describe some of the
solutions, with emphasis on risk management method-
ologies and future research needs.

A qualitative reading of the top 10 cited articles re-
veals that the reason for studying cybersecurity issues
stems from a set of larger, uncontested technological
trends including autonomous systems as well as cloud
and high performance computing. The level of risk is con-
sidered to be on the rise because of progressive digital-
ization. Through the connection of the virtual realmwith
the real world in “cyber-physical systems”, scenarios in-
volving more severe damage are possible, the most seri-
ous being a sustained and large-scale power outage with
potentially catastrophic consequences. These scenarios
are not new. On the contrary, they have always been
very strong fear mobilizers in the related policy debate
(Conway, 2008). However, recent technological develop-
ments (opportunity) coupled with reports of rising skills
of malicious actors (capabilities) make these scenarios
seem more likely now than they ever were.

“Vulnerabilities”, exploitable flaws in code or design
of hardware or software, are the focal point of this type
of research. In the field of IT-Security, vulnerabilities are
defined as weaknesses or flaws in hardware or software
products that allow an attacker with sufficient capabil-
ities to compromise the integrity, availability, or con-
fidentiality of a resource (cf. Bowen, Hash, & Wilson,
2006). The type of security that is sought is a combina-
tion of these three IT-security goals―if only one is com-
promised, the system’s overall security is compromised.
Integrity refers to the trustworthiness of a resource: it
is compromised if silent modification without authoriza-
tion occurs. Availability is compromised if an appropri-
ate user is denied access to a resource. Confidentiality

is compromised if somebody gains access to information
that she should not have had access to. The main aim of
research is to develop better cyberincident prevention,
protection and detection capabilities on the one hand
and more “resilient” systems and infrastructures, signi-
fying timely recovery of functionality if under duress due
to an attack, on the other. The causes of the insecurity
are of little interest―fixing them is the priority.

From this perspective, data is like a raw material, the
“blood” of cyberspace, that which circulates through the
arteries (the information infrastructure). Security here
is security of cyberspace―the protection of the body
and the blood. Cybertechnologies aremere objects to be
acted upon. Ultimately, we are looking at the practice of
fixing flawed, inanimate “things” to the greater benefit
of all. This way of thinking is instrumental for sustaining
a specific kind of a-political materiality, which is an un-
derlying condition for security and protection practices,
but is also reproduced through them (Aradau, 2010). Po-
litical practices or borders are secondary: all things share
the same vulnerabilities and everybodywill profit equally
from fixing them. Consequently, cybersecurity is entirely
positive in its overall connotation. The focus is on devel-
oping usable “tools and techniques” to improve the over-
all level of IT-security. Future research is geared towards
developing marketable solutions that will create a larger
benefit for society through a) ensuring trust in cybertech-
nologies and b) economic growth through innovation in
the IT (security) market.

This dominant understanding of cybertechnologies
manages to sidestep politics almost completely, and yet
is quite obviously very much in its grip. Two data-driven
observations support this claim (see Figure 1). First, cy-
bersecurity research output sees an almost exponential
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Figure 1. Number of published items per year with Topic “Cybersecurity” (WoS and Scopus).
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growth rate. From 2012 to 2014, the number of scien-
tific products almost doubled, with another steep in-
crease in 2015. Even if we can only speculate about
why 2012 is the watershed year, we can observe that
the steep increase in cybersecurity-related publications
around 2012 mirrors the time political attention shifted
to highly sophisticated and targeted attacks (epitomized
by Stuxnet). They were regarded as indicators for the ris-
ing capabilities and political willingness of state actors
to use cyberspace for strategic goals (Farwell & Rohozin-
ski, 2011; Langner, 2011). Beyond the question whether
there is an objective increase in willingness and skill
for cyberattacks among political actors, the focus of re-
search on SCADA-systems (as targeted by Stuxnet) and
on the infrastructure considered the most “critical” for
society (electricity) is intertwined with political interests
and sensibilities.

Second, cybersecurity was non-existent as a research
topic before 2002, which mirrors observations else-
where that the term came into existence and gained
widespread traction in the policy field only around the
year 2000 (Dunn Cavelty & Suter, 2012). Though the de-
tails of this dynamic remain unclear, one observer con-
vincingly calls it “attributable to a combination of mili-
tary influence, marketing hype and societal acceptance”
(Rout, 2015). The choice of researchers to use the la-
bel “cybersecurity” for their research (rather than Inter-
net security or information security) also occurs against
a specific political background. Literature that focuses
on the diplomatic difficulties of coming to any interna-
tional agreements about “cybersecurity” has pointed out
that the term is favoured primarily by Western states. In

a clear move to disassociate from the Western under-
standing, Russia and China in particular like to use the
term “Information Security” (Giles & Hagestad, 2013). In-
deed, in both databases, the US tops the list of the Top
10 countries where cybersecurity research originates by
a large margin (WoS: 63%/Scopus: 75%). However, for
the search term “Information Security”, China leads the
ranking before the US (WoS: China 25%, US 11%/ Scopus:
China 23%, US 18%).

3. Secondary View: Social Interactions with and
through Cybertechnologies

The second conceptualization of technology is focused
on the interactions between technology and social
actors. As the empirical research reveals, this view
is predominantly found in the category “social sci-
ences”.5 Scopus has “social sciences” as a lump category
on third place, with 18%. WoS lists 31% of its cybersecu-
rity records in “social sciences”, which is the third largest
category after “science and technology” and “technol-
ogy”. Overall, this type of research is far less prevalent
than the first type (cybersecurity as fixing broken things).
Even though there was also a quantitative increase of
research around 2010, there is a growing gap between
computer sciences and engineering approaches and so-
cial sciences research (Figure 2).

Top cited research in the social sciences6 is much
more diverse than the dominant (computer science)
view. A reading of the articles reveals two main focal
points. The first is an interest in organizational and man-
agerial aspects of cybersecurity, such as “information
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Figure 2. Output of Social Science Research vs. General Cybersecurity Research, both WoS (left) and Scopus (right).

5 Importantly: this is a database category and does notmean to say that only social scientists work on these issues. In fact, most publications are classified
into several different such categories.

6 For each publication, multiple research areas can be chosen. Therefore, some of the top 10 papers in the social sciences category overlap with the
general top 10 papers. After reducing the sample to “pure” social science, 1,220 entries remain in WoS and 497 documents in Scopus.
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sharing” between state and private actors (the top cited
article in both databases is Gal-Or & Chose, 2005) or
the combination of technology with human and organi-
zational factors (cf. Arce, 2003). The second focal point
is on cyberwar and related political violence phenomena,
which is closer to the core interest of this article. After fil-
tering the results for publications in the “international re-
lations” category, cyberwar and other threat forms dom-
inate in the top cited publications (see Table 2).

Again, the 10 top ranked publications were read for
a more thorough understanding of how cybersecurity is
viewed. The focus shifts from the inbuilt insecurity of cy-
bertechnologies to their intentional (mis)use by different
social actors (and the political processes or concepts this
challenges or triggers). The research questions vary de-
pending on the meta-theoretical stance of the authors,
leading to a treatment of cybersecurity either as an “ob-
jective” problem that calls for different (political) solu-
tions (this is the dominant view) or as a “subjective” con-
struction where different threat perceptions are linked
to political outcomes that are critically reflected (this is
the less dominant view).

Cybertechnologies become abstract tools of power
(“black boxes” in STS jargon) with which to threaten ob-
jects and services of value to the state and society in
peacetime and during conflict. If threats are considered,
there is also an inward-looking focus on vulnerabilities,
yet these vulnerabilities are no longer (just) the vulner-
abilities in machines, but higher-level, abstract vulnera-
bilities of the entire society. In a dominant part of the
literature, cybertechnologies shape the familiar “realist”
conception of inter-state security in an anarchical system.
Since these technologies create vulnerabilities that can
have detrimental effects on society, more or less tradi-
tional “threat” actors and their willingness to do harm
come into focus. This way, cybertechnologies gain trac-
tion as tools or even “weapons” for disruption and inse-
curity in the hands of political actors, often states.

Because a link is established to the abstract notion
of “national security”, states are frequently the actors
called upon to re-establish control over the misuse of cy-
bertechnologies through international norms, often by
looking to lessons from previous security issues and so-
lutions, like nuclear deterrence. This strong disciplinary
“pull” is also visible in the way established approaches
to studying political violence are “imposed” on cyberse-
curity topics. For example, the framing of cyberincidents
as cyberattacks helps to study cybersecurity through the
discipline’s core concepts like political violence. Tradi-
tional conflict researchers aim to look at the effect of cy-
bertechnologies as part of the toolset in foreign policy
and conflict using quantitative methods (exemplary: Va-
leriano & Maness, 2014). The uncertainties surrounding
cyberincidents or the question of what even qualifies as
a cyberincident and for what reasons become secondary.

From this perspective, cybertechnologies are treated
like any other tool of power projection and coercion and
their effects are read in pre-established and familiar cat-
egories of political interaction. Technological knowledge
has little value for such analyses. In fact, homo homini lu-
pus (man is wolf to man) is one of the most important
reasons for why cybersecurity has become an issue to
study―though, arguably, of marginalized importance in
the larger field when considering the minimal coverage
in the top ranked political science journals.7 However,
the separation between technical and political knowl-
edge has repercussions for this type of research. For ex-
ample, the means of achieving security in the anarchical
international system are international norms (DeNardis,
2014; Finnmore & Hollis, 2016), one of the core issues
the discipline of international relations is interested in.
When looking at (the lack of) clear norms for state be-
haviour in cyberspace solely through the political lens,
two important details are missed. First, norms formation
in this field is currently happening through explorative
“cyberattacks”, whereby political actors are using techni-

Table 2. The three most cited cybersecurity publications, filtered for “international relations”.

Title WOS Rank Scopus Rank Journal Published in

Cyber War Will Not Take Place (Rid, 2012) 1 1 Journal of Strategic Studies 2012
35(1), 5–32

Digital Disaster, Cyber Security, and The 2 2 International Studies Quarterly 2009
Copenhagen School (Hansen & 53(4), 1155–1175
Nissenbaum, 2009)

Cybersecurity and Threat Politics (Dunn 3 Book, Routledge 2008
Cavelty, 2008)

Cyberwar: A New “Absolute Weapon”? 3 Journal of Strategic Studies 2012
The Proliferation of Cyberwarfare 35(3), 401–428
Capabilities and Interstate War (Liff, 2012)

7 As an indication that cybersecurity is a fringe topic in the larger discipline, only one of the top three political science/international relations journals
has published articles on cybersecurity (International Organization, 0 articles; World Politics, 0 articles; International Security, 8 articles). Overall, the
observation that cybersecurity research in political science is a marginalized topic that communicates relatively little with more general international
relations theory and research still hold true today (Eriksson & Giacomello, 2006).
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calmeans to elicit political reactions and to try outwhere
the “red lines” are. Without a close reading of the tech-
nological (im)possibilities shaping these activities, under-
standing them properly in connection with norms forma-
tion processes is difficult. Second, the different commu-
nities involved in cybersecurity research and practices
have very different understandings of what “security”
means and implies. In the second (politico-subjective)
perspective, it concerns not only security of cyberspace,
but also a more abstract form of security that is influ-
enced by activities in cyberspace (cf. DeNardis, 2012).
Whereas the first is a limited notion of security closely re-
lated to technical logics, the second is not. Furthermore,
the security of cyberspace and security by (or through)
cyberspace are often diametrically opposed. That be-
comes apparent when we bring computer vulnerabili-
ties back into the analysis: a strategically exploitable cy-
berspace wants to have vulnerabilities through which
to achieve one’s goals. A stable and secure cyberspace
should have as little as possible. Without understanding
the interactions between the two images, finding good
solutions will remain elusive.

4. Cybersecurity as “Knowledge about Vulnerabilities”

Even though both the view of cybersecurity based onma-
terial vulnerabilities and the socio-political view are in-
terconnected at the very least through their common in-
terest in what both call “cybersecurity”, the overlap be-
tween the two spheres of research is small. While the
first focuses on improving technologies and governing
processes without considering the larger context that
shapes research questions, the second loses sight of cy-
bertechnologies as a material underpinning of political
action. The third perspective―that which sees technol-
ogy as embodiment of societal knowledge―can help to
bridge this gap by analytically combining technical knowl-
edge with political knowledge. Furthermore, it comes
with an interesting focus on social practices, much in line
with and speaking to the practice turn in critical security
studies (Bueger & Gadinger, 2014).

Importantly, neither the technical nor the political
lens should be given precedence over the other, at least
analytically speaking. Rather, the socio-political deter-
mines the technical, and the technical determines the
socio-political and both spheres should always be con-
sidered as closely intertwined. As an example, consider
the limits to the “interpretative flexibility” of cybertech-
nologies. “Interpretative flexibility” is a term from STS
used to highlight that the interpretations and uses of
any technology vary across time and between different
groups (Woolgar, 1991, p. 30). However, the underly-
ing material insecurity of cybertechnologies is not open
to social interpretation. There are vulnerabilities that

can be exploited by malicious software (malware) or
through social engineering (the manipulation of human
psychology). On the other hand, knowledge of these vul-
nerabilities combined with the right capabilities allows
certain actions in specific contexts, but are restricted
by the characteristic of the vulnerability and its techni-
cal environment.

Vulnerabilities (broadly understood) offer them-
selves as interesting concept aroundwhich cybersecurity
practices converge.8 More concretely, the third perspec-
tive invites us to focus on cybersecurity as social practice,
enacted and stabilized through the circulation of knowl-
edge about vulnerabilities. An approach from STS well
suited to study these practices is Actor Network Theory
(ANT) (Balzacq & Dunn Cavelty, 2016). ANT, better under-
stood as “a way of thinking” instead of a coherent theory,
prominently develops a generalized ontological symme-
try between human and non-human entities. Both are
equally involved in relational productive activities with-
out giving one precedence over the other (Latour, 1994;
Preda, 1999). Of interest is the circulation of different
“objects”9 and the structures of relations (“networks” in
ANT jargon) that these objects activate. Among other
things, ANT scholars are interested in understanding how
social practices emerge, how they spread and how they
become normalized. They are also interested in the mo-
ments such routines break down. These moments are
called depunctualization because they interrupt the nor-
malized and unproblematic workings of stable networks
(Latour, 1999), thereby revealing their inner working to
the interested analyst (cf. Best & Walters, 2013, p. 346).

Characteristically, vulnerabilities become visible
once their exploitation creates an effect in a machine
(the depunctualization). In a first instance, such effects
affect the machine that runs the software, and poten-
tially various other processes supported by that ma-
chine. However, depending on the type and context
of these technical effects, they may be translated into
political consequences. In this process, the following
questions―among others―are of interest: what kind of
incidents become visible and why?Why do somemake it
into the news,while others remain obscure or potentially
invisible? Who has the authority to make claims about
cyberincidents and why? In what form is this knowledge
made available? Are there conflicting accounts? Do they
endure or does one set of interpretations become “the
truth”? How does knowledge about vulnerabilities travel
between and across different boundaries and with what
effects? In what ways is knowledge about vulnerabili-
ties and their exploitation used to make political attri-
butions? In what ways is this knowledge mobilized for
political action?

Since space is scarce, a brief example must suf-
fice here. The blockbuster malware “Stuxnet” is chosen;

8 As a side-note, the concept could also serve for a study on “boundary objects”. In STS literature, “boundary objects” operate as mediators in the
coordination process between different communities of practice (originally: Star & Griesemer, 1989).

9 Importantly, an object is not a material thing, but simply something people or other objects “act toward and with. Its materiality derives from action”
(Star, 2010, p. 603).
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since there is already a large amount of common knowl-
edge about this worm, the added benefit of the pro-
posed approach should becomemore easily apparent. In
the phase immediately after depunctualization, a lot can
be learned about power and authority and different prac-
tices of knowledge gathering specific to the tech com-
munity from observing knowledge claims about vulner-
abilities and the incident. In Stuxnet’s case, there were
several instances of depunctualization, visible to differ-
ent communities at different times (for more details, see
Balzacq & Dunn Cavelty, 2016, p. 17–19). In July 2010 se-
curity blogger Brian Krebs broke the news about Stuxnet,
causing a very high interest among tech-oriented news
media (Krebs, 2010). Several other security researchers
added facets of knowledge afterwards. The pieces were
finally assembled by Ralph Langner, a German security
researcher, who first claimed that Stuxnet was a preci-
sion weapon targeting specific facilities and that signifi-
cant insider knowledge was required for the creation of
this worm (Langner, 2010). That made the classification
of this malware as “weapon” possible and gave this pro-
gram particular weight in the discourse.

As soon as several unusual aspects about the mal-
ware became public knowledge, attempts to “attribute”
the malware began to dominate the discussion. This
is a second phase after depunctualization that reveals
the interplay between the technical and the political. In
November 2010, Langner claimed that the culprit was
most likely Israel, the US, Germany or Russia (Zeiter,
2011)―using the cui bono logic (to whose benefit) as a
basis for this statement. Alternative interpretations ex-
isted at the time, but they did not manage to convince
a larger audience. Not long after, it became accepted
knowledge that Stuxnet was launched by the US and
Israel. Debates about this attribution continued among
security experts for a time, until a detailed report in
the New York Times in June 2012 took an authoritative
stance on the attribution question. In this article, David
E. Sanger, claiming access to government sources, ex-
plained how Stuxnet was programmed and released as
a collaborative effect between American and Israeli in-
telligence services (Sanger, 2012). This explanation has
since established itself as the “truth” because the tech-
nical expertise was aligned with and influenced by politi-
cal reasoning.

Of course, we cannot expect access to the innerwork-
ings of intelligence agencies and the knowledge creation
processes happening there. Nevertheless, public state-
ments by political actors about vulnerabilities and cyber-
incidents are available and can be studied as part of the
larger picture. In the case of Stuxnet, because the USwas
accepted as the likely culprit, the reaction of its “allies”
were twofold. On the one hand, many states updated
their cybersecurity strategies. On the other hand, they
started investing in cybercapabilities for both their mili-
tary and their intelligence agencies, in turn creating new
possibilities for security-relevant practices. While such
reactions can be explained by pointing to the “security

dilemma”, the actual practices of security actors in cy-
berspace can only be understood when we take into ac-
count the technical possibilities. Finally, returning to the
pointmade above about emerging “norms” of behaviour
in cyberspace, rules are shaped by practices and prac-
tices are guided by political interests. In cyberspace, prac-
tices always have a link to technologies. Ultimately, un-
derstanding the behaviour of involved actors means un-
derstanding social practices as shaped and restrained by
technological (im)possibilities.

5. Conclusion

Though it is true that without (insecure) technology we
would not have a cybersecurity issue, these issues also
cannot be solved through technical means alone. In addi-
tion, though it is impossible to understand the evolution
of cybersecurity as a policy issue without telling it as a
history shaped by digital technologies and their (mis)use,
we cannot understandwhy it is considered one of the top
security political challenges of our time without also un-
derstanding why and how digital technologies have been
used in social and political contexts. Indeed, technologi-
cal realities and social practices are closely intertwined.

This article used scientific research as an empirical
basis to gain an understanding of how cybersecurity is
viewed and thenmatched it to three views of technology
discussed in STS. Two dominant perspectives were iden-
tified. The first sees cybersecurity as the practice of fixing
broken objects and the second sees cybertechnologies as
tools to further political goals. With relatively little over-
lap between them, the first view neglects social construc-
tion andmeaning-making processes whereas the second
focuses too much on preconceived notions of politics
and security, with too little knowledge of how themateri-
ality of the artefacts constrains their use. What we there-
fore need for innovative cybersecurity research is to com-
bine both perspectives at the intersection between the
technical and the social to the greater benefit of both
communities. At this intersection, as argued in this arti-
cle, lies knowledge (and non-knowledge) about vulnera-
bilities. Therefore, to bridge the two spheres of research,
we need to study how knowledge about vulnerabilities
is created, disseminated and transformed into political
(and other) effects.
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